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Making Meaning
In light of external and internal events, how might we hold onto and 
create meaning in our own lives, and in the classroom?

Meaning can be found in any authentic social exchange. 
Hint: please engage today!

There will be opportunities to be inspired by a TED talk or two on 
brain and health; peer in at our selves, our roles at CNM.

We will conclude with a guided mindfulness meditation in the spirit of 
Tong-len, an envisioned exchange of self with other that we will aim at 
transforming uncertainty, chaos and darkness into light, harmony.



Constant decisions and 
uncertainty drain our 
reserves, reduce resilience.

Purpose can simplify and 
anchor our actions, 
particularly amid overwhelm. 

NYT



What is one word or concept that defines a 
personal value with strong meaning for you?

+Unmute to shout it out, and/or type in the chat:

Peace, Joy
Authenticity

Having purpose
Autonomy

Human Connection

:



Social exchange is the most powerful and 
instantaneous maker of meaning.

Learning is Social.

Connection through 
Communication

• Authenticity
• Humanizing
• Invitation
• Mastery

Bringing Perspective 

• Content has context
• Purpose
• Salience to daily life
• Curious



I see you
and by 
seeing you 
I bring you 
into being.

”Sawubona” = Zulu hello
from Susan David’s 15 minute TED talk: 
https://www.ted.com/talks/susan_david_the_gift_and_
power_of_emotional_courage

Learning involves being properly seen, heard, 
understood – alignment between mentor and mentee.

https://www.ted.com/talks/susan_david_the_gift_and_power_of_emotional_courage


Without personal meaning, 
stress results

Meaning organizes and 
prioritizes

Lack of meaning leads to 
disorganization and a lack of 

motivation, leading to…

A lack of timeliness, lack of reasoning 
and thinking, and an inability to 

properly track directions.

Communication of mutual goals

Expressions of shared experience are 
meaningful.

We stand side by side!

What do you see? 

Here is what I see!



What is one circumstance or feeling that 
predictably causes you stress?

+Unmute to shout it out, and/or type in the chat:

Chaos / Role changing

Uncertainty
Restriction

Apathy

Human Disconnect

:



CNM Student Lives are 
Rife with 
Unpredictability
+ Two-thirds at CNM are single parents homeschooling 

children

+ Caretakers of aging grandparents, parents or other family 
members

+ Heavy domestic responsibilities

+ Dire financial responsibilities, often multiple jobs with no say 
in their schedule 

+ Have poor or non-existent internet (a time suck and constant 
frustration)

+ Have weak computers (low-end CNM loaners or old 
personal devices)

+ Lack printers

+ Lack reliable transportation



Do you believe that stress is harmful for 
your health?
Unmute to yell it out, and/or type into the chat…

+ yes

+ no



How much stress have you experienced in 
the last year?
Unmute to yell it out, and/or type into the chat…

+ A little stress

+Some stress

+A lot of stress!



How to Make 
Stress Your Friend

+ Kelly McGonigal, a health psychologist who studies the 
effects of thoughts and behavior on health (15 minutes):

+ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RcGyVTAoXEU&ab_channel=TED

Audience participation at:

+ 4:30 minutes in, turn on your mic to count along

+ 6:15 minutes in, what does viewing stress as helpful do to 
blood vessels? Is this like Joy and Courage?

+ 8 minutes in: oxytocin is The Cuddle Hormone, and 
causes us to be social during stress – what does it do to 
blood vessels, inflammation and the heart?  Does this 
mean you can love somebody to better health? Type into 
the chat!

+ 13:30 minutes in: Human connection is our antidote, our 
stress resilience.  What about ”chasing meaning” vs 
avoiding discomfort?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RcGyVTAoXEU&ab_channel=TED


Turning attention 
inward
+ https://www.ted.com/talks/wendy_suzuki_t

he_brain_changing_benefits_of_exercise

+ Stand & stretch

+ Breathing deeply

+ Tong-len: looking for meaningful 
opportunities to turn struggle into purpose

+ Send out peace

+ Find your joy

https://www.ted.com/talks/wendy_suzuki_the_brain_changing_benefits_of_exercise


Stroke of 
Insight

+ Watch it!  The best 18 minutes you could spend today!

+ Jill Bolte Taylor, a neuroscientist who ends her talk by asking 
a powerful question, Which would you choose?  And when?

+ https://www.ted.com/talks/jill_bolte_taylor_my_stroke_of_ins
ight?language=en

+ 2:00 to 6:00 minutes in, turn on captions to hear how our 
two brain halves function as separate and very different 
‘personalities’

+ 6:00 to 10:00 minutes in, morning of the stroke

+ At about 2 minutes remaining: The Question

https://www.ted.com/talks/jill_bolte_taylor_my_stroke_of_insight?language=en


Which would you 
choose and when?



Apps: Calm
Headspace
SkyView
iNaturalist
OpenFit

Videos: 
TEDed, TED

https://www.ted.com/talks/lisa_feldman_barrett
_you_aren_t_at_the_mercy_of_your_emotions_
your_brain_creates_them

Pixar short films
Podcasts: The Happiness Lab
Personalized Music: Spotify; Pandora

Free Courses:
Coursera: Science of Well Being, Yale
On the web: Michele DuVal, at CNM via HR
[At CNM library: wellness resources!]

Resources

https://www.ted.com/talks/lisa_feldman_barrett_you_aren_t_at_the_mercy_of_your_emotions_your_brain_creates_them


Stressed Students



Things We Do to 
Help Students
+ Time management suggestions announced

+ Points for self-organization, i.e., weekly 
study schedule

+ Proof of Study (BrSp Yuja video/audio, show 
notes)

+ Ask their perception of reasons why, how, 
or the significance



Course Designs for Stressed Instructors 
and Stressed Students

Externalize important 
information at key points 
of performance
•Salient examples to everyday life
•Require proof of study, note-taking, 
drawings, self-recorded narrations, 
model building

Externalize time and time 
periods related to tasks 
and important deadlines
•Set up ‘soft deadlines’ that suggest 
when a student should read, take 
notes, review, etc. throughout the 
week, before the due date!

Break up lengthy tasks or 
ones spanning long 

periods of time into many 
small steps

Constantly refer to 
sources of mutual goals, 
and/or the over-arching 
ideas, the Big picture, as 

frequently as possible

Model mental problem-
solving, calm, 

compassionate listening, 
in real time and in static 
instructions, recordings

Offer activities that 
replenish the Self-
Regulation Resource Pool
•I.e., Try taking a brief walk while you 
listen to this podcast / video / voice 
reader for text, or ‘explain into your 
phone mic the process of…’

Incorporate emotional 
regulation into activities
•Print this figure and color it as you 
narrate out load; Check off items on 
this list for no stakes (i.e., explain this 
to another being, person or pet) and 
tiny credit/no credit (take a photo of 
your chapter notes and upload) etc
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